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ABSTRACT

In the last years, Neural Networks have enriched the state-of-the-art in probabilistic modeling. This is principally due to the advances in deep learning which allow a better understanding of complex systems. However, the stochastic representation of spatio-temporal fields is still an open challenge that may benefit from the recent advances in probabilistic modeling. In this work, we explore neural network to derive a stochastic representation of spatio-temporal dynamical systems based on ensemble forecasting. Through the implementation of our stochastic model in a classical Kalman filtering scheme, we demonstrate the relevance of the proposed architecture in the reconstruction of geophysical fields with respect to the state-of-the-art approaches.

Index Terms— Probabilistic modeling, Dynamical systems, Neural networks, Kalman filter

1. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK

The high-resolution monitoring of sea surface geophysical parameters is one of the significant challenges in oceanography. Producing high resolution gridded spatio-temporal products of physical variables such as sea surface temperature, sea surface height and sea surface salinity is of key interest for a variety of scientific fields and applications, from numerical weather prediction to maritime operations [1, 2, 3].

Data assimilation is known as the state-of-the-art techniques used for the reconstruction of such geophysical fields. They are present in two main categories : variational and stochastic data assimilation. While variational data assimilation relies on the minimization of a cost function and requires the computation of the cost function gradient through the adjoint of the dynamical model [4]. Stochastic data assimilation involves Monte Carlo strategies through an ensemble formulation to explore the state space of our physical model [5].

The key feature of both variational and stochastic data assimilation techniques is the mathematical formulation of the dynamical model describing the temporal evolution of our physical variables. The definition of this dynamical model dramatically limits the use of data assimilation in the case of geophysical fields interpolation. First, analytical modeling techniques may result in complex representations that can not be used in assimilation schemes due to their numerical complexity [6]. Complex dynamics may also involve uncertain parameterizations, whereas simplified parameterizations may only hold for specific dynamical modes [7].

Data-driven strategies in the other hand arise as a relevant alternative to model-driven techniques[8], several representations have shown a great success in forecasting physical dynamics in several domains [9, 8, 10]. However, when dealing with chaotic systems such as oceanic tracers, modeling the variability in terms of probabilistic representation is still an open challenge due to the complexity of such dynamics.

Neural networks, especially deep models, has become the state-of-the-art in a range of machine learning applications. Among others, neural networks with stochastic layers and generative models have significantly advanced the field of probabilistic modeling for complex processes and signals [11, 12].

In this study, we are specifically interested in the probabilistic modeling of spatio-temporal fields for simulation and assimilation issues. We investigate stochastic data-driven representations of spatio-temporal dynamics based on neural networks. The key idea of our work is to design a Gaussian neural-network representation for the propagation of spatio-temporal dynamics. Inspired by the variational approximation based techniques [11], the proposed approach can be regarded as a neural-network representation of the ensemble forecasting based scheme classically used in Bayesian filters (e.g., particle filters, Kalman filters, Ensemble Kalman fil-
ters) to propagate probabilistic representations of non-linear dynamics [5]. The proposed neural network representation is learnt from data. It can be combined with a classic Kalman recursion to address assimilation issues. Overall, our key contributions are three-fold: i) we propose a novel Gaussian NN-based representation of high-dimensional geophysical dynamics, ii) we derive the associated NN-based Kalman filtering scheme for spatio-temporal interpolation issues, iii) We demonstrate the relevance of these contributions with respect to state-of-the-art approaches [13, 14, 15] for an application to the spatio-temporal interpolation of satellite-derived data.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed stochastic neural-network dynamical model and its implementation in a Kalman filtering scheme. Section 3 presents the results of the numerical experiments. We further discuss our contributions in Section 4.

2. LEARNING GAUSSIAN DYNAMICAL MODELS

2.1. Proposed stochastic dynamical model

We aim to model the propagation of a Gaussian approximation (i.e., a mean and covariance) of the true dynamics of the system of interest. Contrary to parametric techniques [16, 17] based on an analytic PDE formulation of the propagation of a Gaussian dynamical model using specific dynamical priors, we aim to benefit from the flexibility and genericity of neural-network architectures to learn our Gaussian dynamical model from a representative training dataset.

Formally, assuming that we are provided with a dataset \( X_{0:T} \) of our physical system, our objective is to learn a probabilistic representation of the dynamical model through a parametric model of the conditional distribution of state variable \( X_t \) given \( X_{t-1} \). Considering a Gaussian approximation, it comes to the following model:

\[
X_t | X_{t-1} \sim N(X_t \mid X_{t-1}, \Sigma_t = \mathcal{F}_\Sigma(X_{t-1}, \Sigma_t))
\]

(1)

where functions \( \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{F}_\Sigma \) are neural networks with parameter vectors \( \theta = (\theta_\mu, \theta_\Sigma) \).

Following our previous works on analog data assimilation [18, 15], we consider a patch-based representation as a mean to decompose space-time scales as well as to provide an explicit relationship between the global and local (patch-level) representations. Regarding the mean model \( \mathcal{F} \), the proposed architecture proceeds as follows:

— At a given time \( t \), the first layer of the network, which is parameter-free in terms of training, comes to decompose an input field \( x_t \) into a collection of \( N_p \) \( P \times P \) patches \( x_{p,s,t} \), where \( P \) is the width and height of each patch and \( s \in [1, ..., N_p] \) the patch location in the global field. Each patch is decomposed onto an EOF basis \( \mathcal{B} \) according to:

\[
z_{p,s,t} = x_{p,s,t} \mathcal{B}^T
\]

(2)

with \( z_{p,s,t} \) the EOF decomposition of the patch \( x_{p,s,t} \). The EOF decomposition matrix \( \mathcal{B} \) is trained offline as a preprocessing step;

— The second layer implements a numerical integration scheme (typically, an Euler or 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme) using a patch-level dynamical model \( \mathcal{F}_P \) to predict \( z_{p,s,t+1} \). For patch-level models \( \mathcal{F}_P \), we consider residual architectures [11] with a bilinear parameterization [19];

— The third layer is a reconstruction network \( \mathcal{F}_r \). It combines the predicted patches \( x_{p,s,t+1} = z_{p,s,t+1} \mathcal{B} \) to reconstruct the output field \( x_{t+1} \). This reconstruction network \( \mathcal{F}_r \) involves a convolution neural network [20].

The details of the considered parameterizations for the second and third layers are given in Section 3. To train the mean dynamical model \( \mathcal{F} \), we apply a two-step procedure. We first learn the local dynamical models \( \mathcal{F}_P, s \in [1, ..., N_p] \) based on the minimization of the EOF-patch based forecasting error. The reconstruction network \( \mathcal{F}_r \) is then optimized using the same criterion over the global field.

Due to dimensionality issues, one cannot expect to model the full covariance of the field. We benefit from the patch-level representation to investigate a block-diagonal approximation of the covariance structure. It comes to consider a diagonal covariance parameterization of the patch-level covariance matrix in the EOF space. Formally, the block-diagonal covariance model is learnt as follows:

— For the \( t^{th} \) state \( X_t \) in our training set, a patch-based projection is first performed to compute the states in the EOF space \( z_{p,s,t} \) according to equation 2.

— For each \( s \in [1, ..., N_p] \), an ensemble \( E_{p,s,t} = \{z_{p,s,t}^{(1)}, ..., z_{p,s,t}^{(M)}\} \) of size \( M \) is sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean \( z_{p,s,t} \) and covariance matrix \( \Sigma_0 \) computed as the covariance matrix of our training data in the EOF space.

— From the ensemble data \( E_{p,s,t} \), we build a forecasting ensemble \( \mathcal{F}_P(E_{p,s,t}) \) by applying to each sample the trained model \( \mathcal{F}_P \). A neural network covariance model \( \mathcal{F}_D \) is then trained to forecast a diagonal covariance matrix in the EOF space \( \Sigma_{p,s,t+1} = \mathcal{F}_D(z_{p,s,t}, \Sigma_0) \) using the ensemble dataset \( \{E_{p,s,t-1}, \mathcal{F}_P(E_{p,s,t-1})\} \) according to a ML criterion.

— Ones our EOF covariance model learned, the patch-based covariance model \( \mathcal{F}_N \) is deduced according to:

\[
\mathcal{F}_N(x_{p,s,t+1}, \Sigma_{p,s,t+1}) = \mathcal{B}^T \Psi(\Sigma_{p,s,t}, \Sigma_0) \times \mathcal{F}_D(z_{p,s,t}, \Sigma_0) \cdot \mathcal{B}
\]

(3)

where \( \Psi \) a scaling function.

— The global covariance model \( \mathcal{F}_G \) is given by the recombination of the \( N_p \) local patch-level covariance models \( \mathcal{F}_N \).
The parametrization of the patch-based covariance model in the EOF-space allows us learning only the variance vector of each patch bins the EOF components are supposed to be orthogonal (resulting in insignificant covariance components in the EOF-space). However, and to illustrate the relevance of the proposed patch-based parametrization of the covariance matrix in the EOF-space, we also investigate a diagonal covariance matrix model in the patch space, according to:

\[ F^p_{\Sigma}(x_{P_s,t+1}, \Sigma_{P_s,t+1}) = \Psi(\Sigma_{P_s,t}, \Sigma_0) \cdot F^p_{\Sigma}(x_{P_s,t}, \Sigma_0) \] (4)

The aim of using an ensemble likelihood optimization criteria is that geophysical dynamical models usually present complex, possibly chaotic, dynamical behaviours. Therefore, using a single forecast to characterize the variability of the dynamical model can result in an underestimation (or an overestimation) of the covariance matrix. The proposed Monte Carlo ML criterion explores the one-step prediction variability resulting in a parametric Gaussian approximation of an ensemble forecasting.

2.2. Application to data assimilation

Given this neural-network representation of the conditional distribution \( X_t | X_{t-1} \), we can derive an associated Kalman-based filtering under the assumption that the observation model is linear and Gaussian.

In contrast to classical non linear filtering frameworks illustrated for instance by Extended Kalman filtering and Ensemble Kalman filtering. The proposed Kalman-based filtering technique directly propagates the Gaussian pdf (see equation 5) at a given time step (using the Gaussian transition model). It simply comes to apply the Kalman recursion with equation 5) at a given time step (using the Gaussian transition model). It simply comes to apply the Kalman recursion with the mean and covariance propagated by the trained neural networks:

\[
\begin{align*}
(X_{t+1}^+, \Sigma_{t+1}^+) &= (F(X_t^+, \Sigma_t^+), F_{\Sigma}(X_t^+, \Sigma_t^+)) \quad (5) \\
X_{t+1}^+ &= X_{t+1}^+ + K_{t+1}(Y_{t+1} - H_{t+1}X_{t+1}^+) \quad (6) \\
K_{t+1} &= \Sigma_{t+1}^+H_{t+1}(H_{t+1}\Sigma_{t+1}^+H_{t+1}^T + R_t)^{-1} \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( H_{t+1} \) corresponds to some linear observation models. The superscript (-) refers to the forecasting of the mean of the state variable \( x_{t+1}^+ \) and of its covariance matrix \( \Sigma_{t+1}^+ \), the superscript (+) refers to the other hand to the assimilated mean \( x_{t+1}^+ \) and covariance \( \Sigma_{t+1}^+ \). \( R_t \) is a Gaussian noise covariance matrix.

As explained above, we consider two different parameterizations of the covariance model \( F_{\Sigma} \). The key aspect of this model is the structure of the patch based covariance operator \( F_{\Sigma}^p \). Different assimilation techniques could be envisaged depending on its parametrization:

- Modeling the patch based covariance in the EOF space and projecting it back to the patch space which results in a block-diagonal covariance matrix (illustrated by equation 3) : PB-NNKF-EOF;
- Directly modeling the variance vector of each patch resulting on a diagonal covariance matrix (illustrated by equation 4) : PB-NNKF.

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Dataset description

As a case-study, we address the spatio-temporal interpolation of satellite-derived sea surface temperature (SST) fields associated with infrared sensors. The time series is delivered by the UK Met Office [13] from January 2008 to December 2015. The spatial resolution of our SST field is 0.05° and the temporal resolution \( h = 1 \) day. The data from 2008 to 2014 were used as training data and we tested our approach on the 2015 data. To perform a quantitative evaluation, we simulated realistic spatio-temporal cloud patterns over the test set using the METOP-AVHRR masks. This sensor is highly sensitive to the cloud cover and results in very high missing data rates.

As case-study region, we select an area off South Africa (from 2.5°E, 38.75°S to 32.5°E, 58.75°S). This region involves complex fine-scale SST dynamics (e.g., fronts, filaments). It makes it relevant for the considered quantitative evaluation.

3.2. Experimental setting

The proposed stochastic dynamical model exploits patch-level representations with non-overlapping 20 × 20 patches. Each patch \( P_s \) is then projected into an EOF basis learnt from the training data. We keep the first 50 EOF components, which amount to encode 95% of the total variance. For the patch-level NN model \( F^p_{\Sigma} \), we use a bilinear residual neural network architecture as proposed in [10] with 60 linear neurons, 100 bilinear neurons and 10 fully-connected layers with a Relu activation. The reconstruction model \( F_r \) is a convolutional neural network with 3 convolutional layers. The first two layers comprise 64 filters of size 3 × 3 with a Relu activation and the last layer is a linear convolutional layer with one filter. Regarding covariance model \( F_{\Sigma}^p \), we consider a diagonal covariance model within each patch. Each element of diagonal involves a 3-layer MLP with 4 neurons and Relu activation functions on the hidden layers and a softplus activation in the output layer. With a view to evaluating the EOF-based covariance parameterization, we consider both PB-NNKF-EOF and PB-NNKF schemes. A constant scaling function \( \Psi() = 1 \) in equations 3 and 4 led to the best performances in our experiments.

We perform a quantitative analysis of the interpolation performance of the proposed schemes with respect to an optimal interpolation, the analog data assimilation [15] and the EOF based interpolation method VE-DINEOF. The considered parameter setting is as follows:

- Optimal interpolation (OI) : We use a Gaussian kernel with a spatial correlation length of 100km and a
Fig. 1: Interpolation of the SST field on July 19 2015: first row, the reference SST and the observation with missing data (here, 82% of missing data); second row, interpolation results using respectively OI, PB-VE-DINEOF, LAN-ENKF, PB-NN-NNKF, PB-NN-NNKF-EOF.

3.3. Results

We report the mean interpolation performance in Tab. 1. Figure 1 illustrates an interpolation example of the tested methods. The proposed NN-based scheme (PB-NNKF-EOF) leads to very significant improvements with respect to the optimal interpolation in terms of RMSE and correlation coefficients, which emphasizes fine-scale structures (e.g., relative improvement of the RMSE above 50% for missing data areas). A clear gain is also exhibited w.r.t. analog data assimilation and PB-VE-DINEOF schemes with a relative gain greater than 20% in terms of RMSE. Although the considered NN-based representation exploits non-overlapping patches, we still come up with significant improvements w.r.t AnDA scheme which involve a 50% overlapping rate between patches. This clearly illustrates the relevance of NN-based representation, which fully embeds the direct and inverse mappings between the SST field and its patch-level representation. Interestingly, Tab.1 also reveals the importance of the EOF-based parameterization of the NN-based covariance model (Equation 3) in the improvement of interpolation results w.r.t. AnDA schemes.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we address stochastic data driven representations for spatio-temporal fields identification. We rely on neural networks and ensemble forecasting to derive a neural network Gaussian dynamical model. From our numerical experiments, combining our probabilistic representation with Kalman based data assimilation techniques outperforms classical state-of-the-art techniques in spatio-temporal fields reconstruction.
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